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In Suncil® we believe that together
we can take on some of the biggest
challenges, creating solutions for
a better future. A future of people
engaging and working together across
the developed & the developing world.
Thinking together, innovating together,
dreaming together.
Let us work together!
LARS BJØRN
Managing Director, Suncil® ApS
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We are Suncil®

Solar energy is the key to a
better future. We create local
energy and solar powered
lighting. No cables, no grid!
Suncil® is born out of the notion that
we have a responsibility to deliver
greener, safer and smarter energy
solutions to future generations, in
order to secure a sustainable world.
We believe climate change is the
key global challenge of our times.
Therefore we need real, affordable,
resilient, clean energy solutions for
every part of our planet.
Our vision is to harvest renewable
energy sources over the lifetime of
our products, building an intelligent
infrastructure that works with, not
against, the natural world.
Our technologies are based on renewable energy sources, which is a
cost-efficient platform for Smart City
applications, that brings environmental benefits and energy for generations to come. By being independent from the grid, the applications
improve the energy security.

Read more about our story and our
lighting solutions at suncil.com:
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We have designed and developed
our cloud based control and monitoring platform for the efficient
management of our columns and
luminaires. The Suncil® remote control and monitoring platform has
been developed to address the sophisticated capabilities of the system, and to ensure that all components of our columns and products
operate at maximum efficiency.
In 2008, we launched the first
stand-alone solar powered luminaire – Asima® Sun. Equipped with
high performance optics as well as
incorporated smart controller and
battery, it ensures light throughout
the night, regardless of the previous
days' weather conditions.
We combine innovative lighting
technology with aesthetically pleasing product design. We aim for the
best possible solutions – for both
our customers and for our planet.

Poli-Sun,
Denmark

Our history

We have been on a unique journey,
that began in 2007 with our first
Asima® concept created.
In 2018 Suncil® bought the rights to
all Scotia products and joined timelines,
with Scotia events leading back to 2009.

2010

2009

2011

2015 / 2016

2014

250 units
installed in
Cannes,
France

Asima® Sun
introduced
at Light and
Building,
Frankfurt

Luminaries
have been
mounted
on several
locations in
Denmark

Asima® is at
DOLL, Europe’s
largest outdoor
lighting
laboratory

136 columns
installed in
Riyad

Pilot project
for COP15 in
Copenhagen

First dev.
phase with
demo units
for DK & UK

Sun Mast
certified,
patent filed

263 columns
installed in
Abu Dhabi

Monopole 3.0
and new
columns
launched

Asima® Sun, Copenhagen

Timeline 2009 - 2021

Read more about our history and get the
latest news from our journey in the lighting
industry at suncil.com:

2017

2018

2019

2020

Rights
bought for
Asima® series

New Suncil®
Triangular
launched at
Light Middle
East, Dubai

Asima®
products
installed in
Ministry of
Infrastructure
Development

Product and
brand rights
bought from
Scotia Light

850 columns
installed in
Dubai Sport
City

Asima® and
Suncil®
Triangular
installed in
MOID, UAE

2021

Installing
420 new
columns in
MENA Region

Suncil
Deco mast
installations
UAE

S U N C I L® T R I A N G U L A R
Mena Region
2019

The Sustainable Development Goals

The Sustainable Development
Goals are part of our DNA. Every
day we work towards solving specific
goals relating to climate change. This
requires extra responsibility from us,
as a company delivering renewable
energy and solar based solutions.
Climate change cannot be solved by a single company. Close
collaboration between governments, institutions and businesses is vital to enable change.
At Suncil®, we work closely with
local stakeholders in all jurisdictions in which we operate,
including manufacturers, distributors, suppliers and government agencies. Local experience
and knowhow are invaluable for
solving climate change and creating a sustainable business.
We aim to distribute not only
the power of clean energy, but
also the power of knowhow. This
is part of our strategy towards

Read about the UN Sustainable
Development Goals and how we
can work together towards a
more sustainable future:
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supporting and solving UN’s 17
Sustainable World Goals, where
the world goals relating to climate change in particular require extra responsibility from
Suncil® as a company, delivering
renewable energy.
We have selected six primary
goals to focus on, concerning
clean energy, decent work,
sustainable cities, economic
growth, responsible production
and climate action. These goals
function as our inner compass
and are deeply implemented
in our daily work. They set the
standards from which we develop our business and produce
our lighting solutions.

7: AFFORDABLE AND
CLEAN ENERGY
Ensure access to affordable, reliable,
sustainable and modern energy.

9 : I N D U S T R Y, I N N O V A T I O N
AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Build resilient infrastructure, promote sustainable
industrialization and foster innovation.

12: RESPONSIBLE
CONSUMPTION AND PRODUCTION
Ensure sustainable consumption
and production patterns.

8: DECENT WORK AND
ECONOMIC GROWTH
Promote inclusive and sustainable economic
growth, employment and decent work for all.

11: SUSTAINABLE CITIES
AND INFRASTRUCTURE
Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient,
sustainable and providing opportunities for all.

13: CLIMATE ACTION
Take urgent action to combat
climate change and its impacts.

Suncil® Triangular

Suncil® Triangular
Solar column
with vertically
integrated cells

Suncil® Triangular, MENA Region
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Suncil® Triangular is a customizable aluminium solar column, characterized by
the vertically integrated photo-voltaic
cells mounted on all three faces of the
triangular surface. The columns height

ranges from 4 to 12 meters and has a
simple, yet elegant design that Scandinavian lighting design is known for.
Each column interacts through our cloud
based system, Suncil® Cloud Solution.

Solar column with vertically integrated cells

Suncil® Triangular comes with tailored
Smart City solutions, such as traffic sensors and cameras and is an ideal solar
powered provider for larger street-, roadand highway projects as well as pedestri-

an areas. It has 3 energy solutions; StandAlone, Grid Connected and Hybrid, each
with their own advantages, which can be
applied to fit the specific needs of each location where the column is installed.

Read more about Suncil®
Triangular and get the
current data at suncil.com:

Features:
» Customizable aluminium solar column
» Range 4 - 12 m height
» Extruded aluminium profile
» Operating temperature - 25C… + 65C
» The column can host cctv camera,
sensors and a variety of other add-ons
» Stand-Alone, Grid Connected and Hybrid
» Poly/mono crystalline solutions

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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Suncil® Triangular, MENA Region

Suncil® Triangular

COLUMN HEIGHTS:

LAMP ARMS:

The height of the column
can be custom made in the
range 4 - 12m with power
options between
225 - 1020Wp.

Option of one or two lamp arms in
the desired length, customized to
your project needs.

BATTERY:

4m

6m

8m

10m

12m

The column is prepared for an
external battery chamber with
the following BMS options:
» AGM, Lead-Crystal
» NimH
» Li-ion / LiFePO4

DIMENSIONS:

MATERIAL:

P H O T O - V O LT A I C E L E M E N T S :

Profile triangular side
length 22cm

Extruded aluminium profile

Poly/mono crystalline solutions

Natural Anodized 25my

Maximum voltage 34.8V

Base 2m

Aluminium EN AW6063-T6

Maximum charge current 20A

PV modules length 2m

Wind load up to 160km/h

Energy production:
Watt Peak (all sides) 255-1020Wp

POWER MANAGEMENT:

OTHER FEATURES:

SMART CITY FUNCTIONS:

Operating modes:
» Stand-Alone
» Grid Connected
» Hybrid

In-built passive
ventilation solution

The column can host cctv cameras,
sensors and a variety of other add-ons

Mounting on 2x30mm holes
for foundations bolts

Operating temperature:
-25... +65 °C

Access for 1 to 4 luminaries
on 60mm circular connector

Control system:
Self-consumption less than 1W

Access outlet every 2m
by PV panels

Smart City data collection for:
» Security
» Light Control
» Traffic Counting
» Pollution
» Camera

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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We are proud to be associated with the
Yas Island’s Emirati Housing development,
one of the region’s largest sustainable
projects that is developed in line with the
strategies of the Abu Dhabi government.
We installed system for the project several
years ago. Since we installed it, the solar
vertical poles didn’t require any kind of
maintenance or cleaning service. This
is a real achievement as it happened in
a city with constantly changing climatic
conditions. The Suncil® solar poles set a
new benchmark in modern, environment
friendly solar lighting solutions.
ESAM AL MAZROEI
Vice Chairman, Bahri & Mazroei Group

Suncil® Triangular, Aarhus
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Poli-Sun

Poli-Sun
4 in 1 solar driven
luminaire

20
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Poli-Sun is a design cooperation between
CariboniGroup and Suncil® Technology.
The luminaire is designed by Cariboni
Group and integrated with solar technology from Suncil®.

Poli-Sun is a sustainable 4 in 1 solar driven luminaire from Suncil®. It contributes
to transforming urban spaces into sustainable, comfortable, recognizable and
identifiable places.

4 in 1 solar driven luminaire

Thanks to the slight recessing of the optical surface, the product offers elevated
visual comfort. The application of a decorative upper cover, with customizable
colors, allows to further hide the light

source from the view of the observer. The
reduced contrast of luminance guarantees a high visual well-being without altering the performance and the photometry of the product.

Read more about Poli-Sun
and get the current data
at suncil.com:

Features:
» Stand-alone solar powered LED luminarie
» Solar, light, battery and grid tie
– 4 in 1 solution
» 5 asymmetrical optic solutions
» Up to 12.400 lumen output
» Battery internal and external
» Optional Integration of sensor and
Smart City functions
» Intelligent Control Management System
» Controllable via mobile app or web-platform
» Light in areas where cabling is not
available or feasible
» No need for cabling and excavation cost

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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Poli-Sun, Denmark

Poli-Sun

DIMENSIONS:

INTEGRATED BATTERY:

472

472

503

Ø 60

Life cycle: 3000 LiFePO4
Size: 240Wh, external battery connection
up to 3450Wh

Ø 60

GENERAL FEATURES:

MATERIALS:

Description

Solar LED luminaire for
streets and urban spaces

Body

Die-cast aluminium alloy UNI EN
AB 47100

Insulation class

Class II

Screen

Tempered flat glass 5 mm

Nominal voltage

12,8V DC/220-240V 50/60Hz

Lenses

PMMA high transparent

Protection level

IP66

Fastening
system

Die-cast aluminium alloy UNI En
AB 47100

Protection against impact

IK06

Seal

Expanded anti-age silicone foam

Surge protection

10kV-10KA, type 3

Screws

Stainless steel AISI 304

Power factor

> 0,9

Finish

Ambient temperature

-30°C … +55°C

Phospho-chromatation and
painted with polyester powder

Weight

12 kg

POWER:

Maximum exposed surface

0,19 m2

PV

30WP monocrystalline cells
in 4 mm flat tempered glass

Lateral exposed surface

0,07 m2

Battery internal

240Wh 12,8V LiFePO4, 3000 cycles

Sensor

Motion / brightness
detection optional

Battery external

Size & type pending on geography

Warranty

5 years

Driver power

1-36W output

INSTALLATION AND MAINTENANCE:
Installation

Post top

Pole diameter

Ø60 mm (76 mm with accessory)

Wiring grid

Outgoing cable (L =200mm and a 2 pin plug and socket connector)

Wiring external battery

Outgoing cable (L =6m and a 2 pin plug and socket connector)

Wiring internal battery

None

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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4 in 1 Hybrid solution
Solar, Light, Battery, Grid tie
SOLAR

INTEGRATED BATTERY

30Wp panel including 12 pcs. Cut
mono crystalline solar cells with antireflection coating that converts the maximum of light into energy. Resists various weather conditions.

240Wh, 3000 cycles LiFePO4 battery or
optional with external battery connection up to 3450Wh.

SENSOR

The luminaire can be connected to the
grid as a hybrid solution, ensuring light
at all times.

A PIR motion sensor can be installed for
energy saving and enabling light when
people are present with a 4x4m coverage.
CONTROLLER
The controller maximizes the energy
available from the solar panel and uses
the energy to charge a battery. During
the day the controller monitors the
charged energy and handles charge up
to 30W. At night the unit has measured
the charged energy from the whole day.
This energy is then used to light controlling the LED with up to 24W. The
controller has an wireless access and can
be connected to the SCADA system either
through a gateway or GSM solution.
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GRID-TIE

VISUAL COMFORT
Poli-Sun contributes to transforming urban spaces into comfortable, recognizable and identifiable places.
Thanks to the slight recessing of the optical surface, the product offers elevated
visual comfort. The application of a decorative upper cover, with customizable
colours, allows to further hide the light
source from the view of the observer.
The reduced contrast of luminance guarantees a high visual well-being without
altering the performance and the photometry of the product.

Top Solar Panel

Integrated Battery

IOT monitoring

Sensor ready

Light integrated

All aluminium

Grid tie option

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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Asima® Sun

Asima® Sun
Fully integrated
solar powered
luminaire

Asima® Sun, Copenhagen
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Asima® Sun is one of our most innovative
and aesthetically beautiful looking luminaires. It creates a warm glow, suitable
for parks, building entrances and waiting
locations for public transport.

It has an integrated solar panel at the
top that harvests the direct and indirect
solar radiation throughout the day. From
the solar energy it harvests, it generates
light all night long, 365 nights a year.

Fully integrated solar powered luminaire

Asima® Sun’s stature is a reflection of
nature’s beauty, where flowers facing towards the sun serve as inspiration for the
creation of the luminaire. The shape and
material builds on Danish design.

It is currently installed on locations in
Europe and the Middle East, amongst
others Gribskov, Sønderborg, Fanø, Græsted, Vesthimmerland, Albertslund and
Varde municipalities in Denmark.

Read more about Asima®
Sun and get the current data
at suncil.com:

Features:
» Stand-alone solar LED luminaire
» No cabling and excavation cost
» The solar cells generate power during the day
» Power is consumed during the night to light
up the luminaire
Co2 neutral
» Supports CMS
» Controllable via mobile app or web-platform
» Integration of Smart City technologies

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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Asima® Sun, Copenhagen

Asima® Sun

COLUMN HEIGHTS:

3m

5m

BATTERY:

Alternative option:
Order the luminaire
head on its own,
and fit your own
column with your
desired height and
design.

LUMINAIRE:

Based on a Nickel-Metal-Hydride environmental
friendly battery (No Cadmium, Mercury or Lead).
Pending on location and environment the solution will be designed accordingly.
Operating temperature range: -30 °C to 77 °C
Life cycle: 4000
Sizes: 10,8V - 130Wh or 10,8V - 260Wh

LED:

Material

Cast aluminium

LED type

CREE XPGBWT-B1CACE-A0KE5

Coating

Graphite Grey: SW302G
(close to RAL 9007)

Luminous power

2700K: 1550 - 4400 lm
3000K: 1650 - 4600 lm

Silver Grey: MW3000

4000K: 1700 - 4700 lm

Corten Brown: Mars 2525,
YX355f
Screen

Clear polycarbonate with
UV-resistant acrylate on
both sides

Operational life

Min 100.000 hours at a max
25 °C, L80B10

Mounting

On pole, 60 mm top
diameter

Color temperature

2700, 3000 or 4000 Kelvin

Connection

In the pole

Color rendering

Min 80, typically 85 Ra

Classification

IP66, class II

Color accuracy

3 steps SDCM

Impact resistance

IK10

Luminous intensity
class, 13201-2-2015

G*1

Weight

8.4kg

Glare index class

D6

Wind-sweeping area

0.143 m2 (laterally)

Output ratio

74%

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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We believe
Climate change is the key global challenge
of our times. We need real, affordable,
resilient, clean energy solutions for every
part of our planet.
Together we can take on the biggest
challenges to create solutions for a better
future. Building real projects in real places.
Making an opportunity to reach out across
the developed and the developing world.
Asima® Sun, Copenhagen
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Sunniva Bollard®

Sunniva Bollard®
Solar driven bollard
with vertical integrated solar panels
- no grid, just light.

Sunniva Bollard®, Denmark
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The Sunniva Bollard® is our new solar bollard designed for urban centres, parks and
residential areas. The solar panels are elegantly designed into the surface and create essential forms, pure and linear.

Thanks to the raised monolithic top with
the black reflector, the product offers elevated visual comfort.

Solar driven bollard with vertical integrated solar panels

Every choice made, from the solar panels
to the materials and the finishes, has contributed to rendering Sunniva Bollard®
solid and reliable, as well as completely
recyclable, satisfying environmental sus-

tainability requirements demanded by
an eco-design approach.
From the aesthetic to the mechanical
design, every aspect has been studied in
great detail.

Features:
» Stand alone bollard
» Light in areas where cabling is
not available or feasible
» No cabling and excavation cost
» Safe navigation in remote areas
» Renewable outdoor lighting
» Solar cells generate power during
the day
» Power is consumed during the
night to light up the luminaries

Read more about Sunniva
Bollard® and get the current
data at suncil.com:

» Integration of sensor
» CO2 neutral
» Possible to integrate a variety
of sensor based technology
» Supports Control Management
System
» Controllable via mobile app or
web-platform
» Possible to integrate a variety
of technologies

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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Sunniva Bollard®

COLUMN HEIGHT:

BATTERY:

Based on a Nickel-Metal-Hydride environmental
friendly battery (No Cadmium, Mercury or Lead).

1m

Alternate option:
Order the luminaire head on its
own, and fit your own column with
your desired height and design.

LUMINAIRES:

Operating temperature range: -30 °C to 77 °C
Life cycle: 4000
Sizes: 3.6V, 43Wh and 3.6V, 86Wh

LED AND DRIVER DATA:

Material

Top in cast aluminum,
bollard in galvanized steel

Total consumption

> 9W

Coating

Graphite Grey: SW302G
(close to RAL 9007)

Luminous power

2700 Kelvin, 500 – 2200lm
3000 Kelvin, 550 – 2300lm

Silver Grey: MW3000

4000 Kelvin, 600 – 2350lm

Corten Brown: Mars 2525,
YX355f
Screen

Clear polycarbonate with
UV-resistant acrylate on
both sides

Operational life

Min 100.000 hours at a max
25 °C, L80B10

Mounting

Rooted or flanged base

Color temperature

2700, 3000 or 4000 Kelvin

Connection

Max 3 cables, 5x16 mm2

Color rendering

Min 90 Ra

Classification

IP66, class II

Color accuracy

3 steps SDCM

Impact resistance

IK10

Driver

LED driver, 0 to 500mA

Weight

7,5kg

Output ratio

57%

Wind-sweeping area

0.143 m2 (laterally)

CONTROLLER:
Handled charge during daytime

Up to 10W

Used to light up the LED at nighttime

Up to 6W

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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Asima® Bollard®

Asima® Bollard®
Fully integrated
solar powered
bollard
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Asima® Bollard® is the classic looking luminaire in the Asima® series and is similar
in design to the Asima® Sun. The height of
the bollard differentiates and so does the
options for usage and installation.

Asima® Bollard® has a gold band integrated in the middle of the luminaire to
enhance its personal and exclusive look.
It creates a warm light suited for parks,
building entrances and resort areas.

Fully integrated solar powered bollard

Similar to Asima® Sun, Asima® Bollard®
is also inspired by nature’s beauty and
Danish design, the top of the luminaire
symbolizing a flower crown absorbing
and storing sunlight from above.

The height of the Asima® Bollard® enables all users to experience the beauty
of the solar panels from the top. The detail and light from the bollard creates an
embracing feeling when being outside.

Features:
» Stand-alone solar LED bollard
» No cabling and excavation cost
» Safe navigation in remote areas
» Renewable outdoor lighting
» Solar cells generate power during the day
» Power is consumed during the night to light
up the luminaire
» Integration of sensors
» Co2 neutral
» Supports Control Management
» Controllable via digital platform
» Possible to integrate a variety of
Smart City technologies

Read more about Asima®
Bollard® and get the current
data at suncil.com:

Asima® Bollard®, Græsted

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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Asima® Bollard®, Aarhus

Asima® Bollard®

COLUMN HEIGHT:

1m

BATTERY:

Alternative option:
Order the luminaire head on
its own, and fit your own
column with your desired
height and design.

LUMINAIRE:

Based on a Nickel-Metal-Hydride environmental
friendly battery (No Cadmium, Mercury or Lead).
Operating temperature range: -30 °C to 77 °C
Life cycle: 4000
Sizes: 3.6V, 43Wh and 3.6V, 86Wh

LED AND DRIVER DATA:

Material

Top in cast aluminium,
bollard in galvanized steel

Total consumption

> 9W

Coating

Graphite Grey: SW302G
(close to RAL 9007)

Luminous power

2700 Kelvin, 500 – 2200lm
3000 Kelvin, 550 – 2300lm

Silver Grey: MW3000

4000 Kelvin, 600 – 2350lm

Corten Brown: Mars 2525,
YX355f
Screen

Clear polycarbonate with
UV-resistant acrylate on
both sides

Operational life

Min 100.000 hours at a max
25 °C, L80B10

Mounting

Rooted or flanged base

Color temperature

2700, 3000 or 4000 Kelvin

Connection

Max 3 cables, 5x16 mm2

Color rendering

Min 90 Ra

Classification

IP66, class II

Color accuracy

3 steps SDCM

Impact resistance

IK10

Driver

LED driver, 0 to 500mA

Weight

7,5kg

Output ratio

57%

Wind-sweeping area

0.143 m2 (laterally)

CONTROLLER:
Handled charge during daytime

Up to 10W

Used to light up the LED at nighttime

Up to 6W

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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Suncil® is a member of Act NOW by
Grundfos and plays an important
and active role in helping public and
private decision makers understand
the enormous saving impact
that high energy efficient and
sustainable solutions can make.
LENE GRØNNING
CEO, Act NOW

Asima® Bollard®, Græsted

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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Suncil® Flat panel solutions

Suncil® Flat
panel solutions
Optimized for
intelligence

Suncil®Flat Panel Solutions,
Dubai Sports City
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The Suncil® FPS (Flat Panel Solutions) are
designed for the classic solar street light
solutions but adding significant installation, user and life advantages.

The solar panel solutions range from
290-600Wp with monocrystalline cells integrated in an in-frame solutions that is
adjustable to the angle of the sun.

Suncil® offers a top mount solar panel
solution, angled optimum for the sun
mounted on 8, 10 and 12 m steel columns,
managing up to 160kh/h of windspeed.
The columns can be delivered with single
or double arm in various shapes depending on the light requirement.

The control system can manage up to
600WP of charging (MPPT) with an efficiency of up to 98%. It has a BMS (Battery
Management System) integrated that
can manage various battery technologies
and works at 12 & 24V systems.

Optimized for flat panel solutions

The control system has two outputs delivering up to 2x200W out with a 5Vpwm/1-10V dimming signal to fit power and
driving signals for various luminaires.
Client has free choice of luminaire & brand.
The control system has GPS integrated
for global positioning and calculation of
sun-up and sun-down. All Data from luminaire, panels and batteries are monitored and reported through the wireless
system to the Suncil® Cloud Solution.

With the Suncil® Cloud Solution it is possible to monitor all key parameters on
solar panel, luminaire and battery. Status
reports and alarms on the system health,
cleaning recommendations and more,
can be set up as direct e-mail to the responsible FM team.

Read more about Suncil®
Flat Panel Solutions
and get the current data
at suncil.com:

Suncil® offers an in-ground battery solution with a IP68 battery chamber, to be
integrated in the foundation or beside
the solution.

Features:
» Customizable solar columns
» Range 8 - 12m
» PV power from 290-600Wp
» Adjustable panel angle to the sun
» Battery solutions
» Up to 600W charging with 98% system efficiency
» Up to 240W output and dimming options
» Cloud base monitoring & control

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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Integratable
smart city features

Flag holders

Deco solutions

Traffic control
Billboard access

Pedestrian crossing
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Suncil® Flat panel solutions

COLUMN HEIGHTS:

LAMP ARMS:

The standard height of the
column is 8, 10 & 12m,
optional 6m & 14m

Option of one or two lamp arms in
the desired length, customized to
your project needs.

BATTERY:

6m

8m

10m

12m

14m

The management system is prepared
for an external battery chamber with
the following BMS options:
» AGM
» Lead-Crystal
» LiFePO4
» Lithium-Titanate-oxide battery

BATTERY CHAMBER:

OPTIONS:

The solution has an in-ground/In-Foundation battery chamber
providing easy service and IP68 protection.

» Flag holders
» Deco solutions
» Billboard access

LIGHT SOLUTION:
Suncil offers a range of solar driven street light solutions from 2.000-28.000 lumens output, as well as an
open-end solution for other luminaire manufactures for 12/14V powered solutions.

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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We are excited to mark our exclusive
partnership with Suncil® Solar Solutions,
which complements our vision to partner with
best-in-class and innovative tech providers in the
lighting industry. Suncil®’s pathbreaking solutions
for street lighting and infrastructure are an ideal
fit to the sustainable development goals. These
solutions are clean, relevant and affordable and
help industry stakeholders to harness the power
of the sun, and contribute to reducing the carbon
footprint and emissions.
ESAM AL MAZROEI
Vice Chairman, Bahri & Mazroei Group
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Suncil® Flat
Panel Solutions,
Dubai Sports City

Inspired by Nature • Powered by Sun
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Suncil®
Energy Solutions

+/-

STAND-ALONE

+/-

GRID CONNECTED

+/-

STAND-ALONE

HYBRID

+/-

GRID CONNECTED

HYBRID

Suncil® Energy Solutions

We are not just offering lighting
solutions, we are offering an
integrated energy system, tailored
to your specific needs for power.
We offer three power configurations Stand-Alone, Grid Connected and Hybrid - which enable us to assist all our
customers on a much broader range of
street lighting projects.
Our market leading control system manages the energy harvest, energy storage
and energy dispatch as well as other
functionalities on the column.
Power configurations are a prerequisite
for any solar provider. Flexibility, customizability and dependability are key
components of our energy solutions,
when we assist customers on their street
lighting projects.
By offering not only a Stand-Alone solution, but also Hybrid and Grid Connected ones, we have the ability to add value
to any project regardless of the specifications. This makes us a key provider for
the global lighting market and enables
us to tailor our solutions to the individual customer.
Read more about Suncil® Energy
Solutions and get the current data
at suncil.com:

STAND-ALONE:
The stand-alone system is based on the
plug and play principle. The column simply needs to be installed on site and will
be operating immediately.
GRID CONNECTED:
The energy harvested from the photovoltaic modules is fed directly into the
grid. During the night, energy is taken
from the grid to power the light and any
other electronic components on the
column. The theory behind Grid Connected is that the system can assist the
grid during busy daytime periods and
then recharge power at night when electricity may be cheaper.
HYBRID:
The Hybrid system is connected to the
grid, but also has integrated battery storage. This enables maximum efficiency in
the harvesting of energy and option for
grid buffering. Distributed storage is often seen as an important element to the
green energy transition and the Hybrid
system provides the ideal infrastructure for this. The solution ensures 100%
security for light in areas where unstable
grid is an issue.
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Suncil®
Cloud Solution
3G/4G or
ethernet

3

2

S U N C I L®
CLOUD

GATEWAY

4

PHONE

TABLET

4

DESKTOP

4

S U N C I L® C O N T R O L M A N A G E M E N T S Y S T E M
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S U N C I L® S O L A R C O L U M N S

Suncil® Cloud Solution

The Suncil® solar columns are
controlled by our Cloud Solution, which
connects and manages all columns
from one user driven platform.
The key data on the street light performance is accessible through the cloud
solution. The web platform’s intuitive
interface allows easy light management.
The dashboard provides monitoring,
configuration and asset management.
The platform has been developed with
sophisticated monitoring and control
capabilities, to ensure that all components of the system operates at maximum efficiency.

It provides data collection services, real
time control services, scheduling services, configuration- and commissioning services, automation, alarm- and
reporting services.
The platform can be accessed through a
mobile application and has open API capabilities. The solution is typically delivered as a cloud service, but can also be
installed on a local server upon request.

FEATURES:

THE DATA JOURNEY:

» Simple control &
monitoring system
» Light management
» System health monitoring
» Asset management
» Changeable system settings
» Automatic lamp fault reporting
» View luminaire lifetime statistics
» View metering &
consumption data
» Open API with easy integration
to 3rd party GIS system

Step 1:
Columns are connected
Step 2:
Data from the columns are transmitted.
Step 3:
Data is sent to the cloud solution.
Step 4:
Data can be accessed from a smartphone,
tablet or desktop computer.

Read more about Suncil® Cloud Solution
and get the current data on suncil.com:
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Suncil® Smart City
We support sustainable urban
development by offering
infrastructure solutions based
on clean energy.

Suncil
Smart City
camera
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Suncil® Smart City

Read more about Suncil® Smart City
and the different integrations, and
get the current data at suncil.com:

Charging
station

Emergency
phone

Integration of
camera etc.

Gun shot
detection

Charging
station

Cross
walk

Speed
control

Traffic
lights
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Asima® Sun, Copenhagen

Contact our local
distributors and partners for
personal service and assistance.
CONTACT YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR:

Check for more distributors
and updates at suncil.com:

FACEBOOK

LINKEDIN

@suncilaps

@suncil

HEAD OFFICE
Skæringvej 88
8520 Lystrup
Denmark

suncil.com
info@suncil.com
+45 53 63 53 70

DUBAI OFFICE
10th Floor, Office 03
Aspin Commercial Tower
Shaikh Zayed Road
Dubai, UAE

